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Forget everything you know about The Man of Steel and brace yourself for a staggering new take on the world's most popular Super Hero. Best-selling, Hugo Award-winning writer J. Michael
Straczynski (BRAVE AND THE BOLD, THOR, BABYLON 5) and red-hot rising star artist Shane Davis (GREEN LANTERN, SUPERMAN/BATMAN) team up for this exciting launch of the
EARTH ONE graphic novel series. Set in an all-new continuity re-imagining DC's top heroes, EARTH ONE is a new wave of original, stand-alone graphic novels produced by the top writers
and artists in the industry. The groundbreaking new line rockets into effect right here with the Super Hero who started it all-Superman! What would happen if the origin of The Man of Tomorrow
were introduced today for the very first time? Return to Smallville and experience the journey of Earth's favorite adopted son as he grows from boy to Superman like you've never seen before!
Batman and Superman battle their deadliest adversaries! In the aftermath of a deadly duel with the Batman Who Laughs, trouble abounds for the Man of Steel and the Dark Knight. From the
zombie resurrection of the Bottle City of Kandor, to battling the combined might of General Zod and Ra's al Ghul, to being turned into living bombs by the Ultra-Humanite, Batman and
Superman are in over their heads, and need help in their battle against evil. Enter a new strategy: track down the biggest baddies in the DC Universe before they can do harm to others! A
villain database that the World's Finest can use to stop problems before they happen...seems like a good idea, right? Not when the system itself turns on you! A rogue Brainiac program has
infiltrated the database, and this sentient hub of all things evil has created a death trap for our heroes on the moon! To defeat the combined might of all the villains in the DCU, Steel and
Batwoman join the fray to try to help save the day--but will this ultra-team-up be enough? And that's not all--a ticking-time-bomb Solomon Grundy and the deranged fifth-dimensional antics of
Mr. Mxyzptlk and Bat-Mite also plague Batman and Superman in this epic battle-royal of a book! This villainous volume collects Batman/Superman #7-15 and Batman/Superman Annual #1.
Returning writer JOSHUA WILLIAMSON (The Flash, Justice League vs. Suicide Squad) is joined by the epic artistic talents of NICK DERINGTON (Doom Patrol, Future State: The Next
Batman), CLAYTON HENRY (The Flash), MAX RAYNOR (The Terrifics), and more!
As a part of the acclaimed DC Comics-The New 52 event of September 2011, comics legend George Perez and artist Jesus Merino present the new adventures of the Man of Steel!
Metropolis fears him. The Daily Planet agrees. This new volume of SUPERMAN finds our hero with a startling new status quo. As Superman finds ways to dodge the scrutiny placed upon him
by the public and media, he must stop a monstrous threat to Metropolis - one that he somehow is the cause of! The next chapter in the legendary history of the Man of Steel is built here!
A chronological reprinting of a new era for Superman begins! SUPERMAN #1-3, ACTION COMICS #585-587 and ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #424-426 are collected, reintroducing
readers to the likes of Lex Luthor, Metallo, Darkseid, and more!
Superman and his super-son Jon are back in the second volume by best-selling author Peter J. Tomasi! With Jon becoming more and more powerful by the day, Superman's greatest foes are
starting to take notice of the new super-kid on the block. When one of the most evil and ruthless of Superman's rogues' gallery comes for the Man of Steel's son, Clark must decide just how far
he's willing to go to protect the ones he loves. Collects SUPERMAN #7-13. Rebirth honors the richest history in comics, while continuing to look towards the future. These are the most
innovative and modern stories featuring the world's greatest superheroes, told by some of the finest storytellers in the business. Honoring the past, protecting our present and looking towards
the future. This is the next chapter in the ongoing saga of the DC Universe. The legacy continues.
Volume one: "Superman and Batman first teamed up in these stories from comics' 1950s Silver Age, reprinted here for the first time in one massive hardcover. In these tales, which feature
frequent guest stars Robin, Lois Lane, Commissioner Gordon, and Perry White, the two heroes battle crime in the past, present, and future, including each other's greatest foes: Lex Luthor
and The Joker!"--
Superman and Batman first teamed up in these stories from comics' Golden Age, reprinted here for the first time in one massive hardcover. In these tales, which feature frequent guest stars
Robin, Lois Lane, Commissioner Gordon and Perry White, the two heroes battle crime in the past, present and future, including each other's greatest foes: Lex Luthor and The Joker! Collects
stories from "New York World's Fair Comics "#1-2 and "World's Finest Comics" #71-96.
The adventures of the Man of Steel continue in North America's longest-running comic book series, headlined by fan-favorite writer Brian Michael Bendis. Clark Kent dives deeper into his role
as an investigative reporter, but will he uncover something so big and so dangerous that not even Superman will survive to break the story? The terror organization Leviathan has transformed
from a Batman menace to a global DC Universe threat, and Clark Kent is hot on their trail. But even Superman may be in for more than he bargained for as Leviathan undergoes a hostile
takeover by a new, mysterious player. Someone has outmaneuvered the current leader, Talia al Ghul, along with the leaders of Kobra, the DEO and even the queen of the spy game, Amanda
Waller herself. All bets are off as the players make themselves known in the universe-changing Leviathan event! Collects Action Comics issues #1007-1011 and the Leviathan special.
"Originally published in single magazine form in Superman/Batman 37/39, Superman/Batman annual 2, Superman/Batman torment, Superman/Batman The search for kryptonite"--Title page
verso.
Up in the sky, in the dark of the night, trust no one—for the Secret Six walk among us. Spinning out of the devastating events of the Batman Who Laughs, Superman and Batman are together
once more in an all-new monthly series—and they’re facing a terrifying new threat that could strike from anywhere. The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel must journey into the depths of
Gotham City to learn which of their fellow heroes has been transformed into the horrifying horseman of their most dangerous and deranged foe ever. Our heroes will need to fight to survive,
but an even more dangerous question lurks in the shadows: Can Superman and Batman even trust each other?
Gotham's masked protector, Batman, has trained extensively to become a feared caped crusader. His Kryptonian friend Superman was born with superhuman abilities that Earth-born humans
could never dream of. Together they are the World's Finest. Writers Michael Green and Mike Johnson (Supergirl) and artist Rags Morales (Identity Crisis) bring you one of the darkest
struggles Superman and Batman have ever faced. Superman/Batman Omnibus Vol. 2 collects these and other classic tales featuring the Man of Steel and the Dark Knight. This volume
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collects stories from Superman/Batman #44-87; Superman/Batman Annual #3-5.
He’s the one man who broke the Bat. He rules the island prison that once held him captive with an iron fist. He is Bane, and he has something-or someone-that Batman needs. And Batman
will risk a suicide mission to take it, or them, from him. But to infiltrate the stronghold of a criminal genius, the Dark Knight will need to raise his own army of criminals. From the bowels of
Arkham Asylum, he’ll select an elite squad of the craziest, deadliest, most dangerous villains alive-including Catwoman, the one woman in the world who knows him best, despite the blood on
her claws. But Batman’s makeshift Suicide Squad is every bit as unstable as the real deal. As lust, addiction, insanity and betrayal take their toll on his team, not everyone will make it out of
Bane’s fortress alive and unbroken… New York Times best-selling writer Tom King (THE OMEGA MEN) continues his groundbreaking Dark Knight saga, joined by artists Mikel Janín
(GRAYSON) and Mitch Gerads (SHERIFF OF BABYLON). Collects BATMAN #9-15.
Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2 brings you the exciting follow-up to No Man’s Land! Sasha Bordeaux was hired by the board of Wayne Enterprises as the personal bodyguard to the company’s
owner, millionaire Bruce Wayne. She’s supposed to be offering him round-the-clock protection, but night after night, her infuriating charge gives her the slip. He clearly wants to keep his
activities private, but what does a superficial playboy have to hide? As Sasha gets closer to discovering Bruce Wayne’s double life, she and Batman begin a high-stakes game of cat and
mouse. If the bodyguard learns the Dark Knight’s identity, can she be trusted to protect it? Or will the whole world learn the truth? Featuring the Mad Hatter, Superman, Two-Face and more,
Batman: New Gotham Vol. 2 collects Detective Comics #755-765 and Superman #168, from beloved writer Greg Rucka (Wonder Woman, Batwoman) and artists Shawn Martinbrough (Thief
of Thieves), Rick Burchett (Batman Adventures) and more.
This is it: the Clown Prince of Crime battles the Dark Knight Detective head-to-head for the last time. And one way or another, this explosive struggle will pave the way to the future of Gotham
City! The Joker has never wanted to win before-he’s never wanted his battle with Batman to end-but now his motivation has shifted. As The Joker assembles an army, Batman reels from a
debilitating Joker Toxin attack. Amid the chaos, the villains of Gotham City are waiting out the carnage Joker has unleashed-and Catwoman assembles an army of her own! Plus, Harley Quinn
battles Punchline, and Clownhunter joins the action! Collects Batman #95-100.
The Dark Knight Must Answer the Greatest Riddle of All: Who is Batman? Change is coming to Gotham City. Between the death of Mayor Oswald Copplepot and the emergence of "the
Batman," a new dawn has begun to shed its light onto the notoriously dark and corrupt city. But even as new Mayor Jessica Dent and her twin brother District Attorney Harvey Dent join in the
Dark Knight and Detective Jim Gordon's crusade against Gotham's criminal element, a new threat rises-one that enjoys playing a simple game of riddles. Answer wrong: you die. Answer
correctly, and... The second installment in the #1 New York Times best-selling series BATMAN: EARTH ONE reteams writer Geoff Johns with artist Gary Frank and introduces readers to a
bevy of Batman's most infamous foes-but with unexpected twists and turns that build an all-new, incredible mythology for one of the fictional world's most popular characters.
Batman teams up with the Man of Steel to track down and help those who have been infected by a ravenous, mutated Joker virus. Just one problem: they don't know who they are. A virus is
spreading, and it's not just after innocent people, but some of our most powerful heroes as well. The biggest question isn't why or how, but who? The Batman Who Laughs was one of the
premier villains crawling his way from the depths of the Dark Multiverse and wreaking havoc on the DC Universe. Now he has been infecting some of the biggest heroes across the world with
a mutated version of the Joker virus that is coursing through him. Cue the team-up of two of the greatest superheroes in history: Batman and Superman. They decide to work together to find
out who is infected and hopefully cure them before it's too late.
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger; Superboy created by Jerry Siegel; Supergirl based on the characters created by Jerry Siegal and Joe Shuster; Superman created
by Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster. By special arrangement with the Jerry Siegel family."
From author and artist John Byrne comes another perspective on the development of both Superman and Batman that begins in 1942 and progresses right through to 2019.
The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel are close friends in the modern day--but the two weren't always such close allies. Discover how two of the World's Finest Super Heroes
met for the first time in the New 52, and the mysterious adventure that takes them to a whole new world-the world of Earth 2! The heroes of the main DC Universe meet their
Earth 2 counterparts for the first time! Collects BATMAN #1-4 and JUSTICE LEAGUE #23.1: DARKSEID.
CAPES AND GLOVES AND ROCK ÍNÍ ROLL Have you ever considered what it would be like if Superman and Batman each had a son? Would they be super-powered
successors„or dynamic disappointments? Wonder no more, because the Super Sons are here! A hoax? A dream? An imaginary tale? No! Now, revealed in all of its action and
drama, the classic chronicle of the two greatest heroes the world has never known: SUPERMAN JR. AND BATMAN JR.„THE SUPER SONS! Finally recollected after so years
out of print! This classic graphic novel by Author Bob Haney (THE BRAVE AND THE BOLD) and artist Dick Dillin (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA) collects WORLDÍS FINEST
COMICS #215, #216, #221, #222, #224, #228, #230, #231, #233, #238, #242, #263 and ELSEWORLDS 80-PAGE GIANT #1!
A new millennium brings a new era for the Man of Steel, thanks to some of the biggest names in comics! The Son of Mongul debuts! Superman fights his Kryptonian ancestor!
Etrigan poses as Santa Claus! Obsession returns-or is it "Mrs. Superman"? If that's not enough, Metropolis gets a major upgrade thanks to Brainiac 13, looking to bring the city
into the 64th century! Collects SUPERMAN #151-154, SUPERMAN: Y2K #1, SUPERMAN: THE MAN OF STEEL #95-98, ADVENTURES OF SUPERMAN #573-576 and
ACTION COMICS #760-763.
The Earth has a new world order in which Batman and Superman rule with an iron fist. Humankind has a choice: obey or die! But a resistance is formed against these dictators!
Will these unlikely freedom fighters save the world or destroy it? Also, the World's Finest heroes take on a squad of revenge-seeking heroes on the hunt for the murderer of one
of their teammates - and their top suspects are Batman and Superman. Collects SUPERMAN/BATMAN issues #14-26.
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HE'S NEVER BEEN SO POWERLESS...OR MORE NEEDED! Life as Superman knew it is no more. He's lost his identity as Clark Kent, his job and almost all of his powers. But
he's still Superman. And, powers or no, he's determined to uncover the mastermind that's taken everything from him. Superman's investigation leads him to an underground
super fight club called Mythbrawl, which he joins to make ends meet while he tracks down Hodor_Root, leader of the crime syndicate that leverages secrets for power. Yet he
soon discovers the real threat comes from Hodor_Root's "father," Vandal Savage, and his orchestrated campaign to reclaim the comet that granted him immortality aeons ago. If
Savage succeeds, he'll grow powerful beyond imagining. And with the comet drawing closer to Earth, Savage's "spawn" popping up all over the world and most of Superman's
allies incapacitated, there's no way a powerless Kal-El can persevere...unless he taps into the one thing that, whether he wins or loses, will take its toll on Krypton's last son. It's
the beginning of the end for the Man of Steel, chronicled by Eisner Award winner Gene Luen Yang (American Born Chinese) and Peter J. Tomasi (SUPERMAN/WONDER
WOMAN), and featuring stunning artwork from Howard Porter (JUSTICE LEAGUE #3001) and Mikel Jann, among others. Collects SUPERMAN #45-52 and SUPERMAN
ANNUAL #3.
Superman and Batman team up to fight Darkseid and Superman's greatest foe, Lex Luthor, who has become President of the United States, while in Gotham, Batman discovers
the existence of another surviving Kryptonian, Supergirl.
Who is SupermanÕs Joker? Writer Greg Pak (ACTION COMICS) and artist Ardian Syaf (BATGIRL) add a deadly new name to SupermanÕs Rogues Gallery-one that will test SupermanÕs strength and
BatmanÕs mind equally! ItÕs the Man of SteelÕs worst nightmare: an obsessed villain who knows all of SupermanÕs secrets and is willing to kill all of his allies in order to destroy his true target. It falls to
Batman to track down this murderous madman-but with no clues left behind and no leads to follow, will this killer outwit the WorldÕs Greatest Detective? Collects BATMAN/SUPERMAN #16-20,
BATMAN/SUPERMAN ANNUAL #1 and BATMAN/SUPERMAN: FUTURES END #1!
Superman, Batman, and Wonder Woman team up as the Trinity to protect the world from powerful enemies.
The popular superheroes join forces to thwart evil President Lex Luthor's plan to try an innocent Superman for crimes against humanity.
THE MAN OF STEEL AGAINST THE DARK KNIGHT! Superman and Batman are usually allies, but when they do have to go toe-to-toe, it’s the ultimate battle of brains versus brawn! Can an ordinary man
take down an opponent with the power of a god? Can even superpowers prevail against a tactical genius who is never less than ten steps ahead? From all-star comic talents Frank Miller, Geoff Johns, Jim
Lee, Jeph Loeb, Scott Snyder, Greg Capullo and more, these stories tackle the oldest fan debate in comics: Who would win—Superman or Batman? Collects stories from JUSTICE LEAGUE #2, BATMAN
#612, SUPERMAN/BATMAN #78, BATMAN #35-36, BATMAN: THE DARK NIGHT RETURNS #4 and MAN OF STEEL #4.
When burglar Luther Whitney breaks into a Virginia mansion, he witnesses a brutal crime involving the president -- a man who believes he can get away with anything -- and now, Luther may be the only one
who can stop him in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. In a heavily guarded mansion in the Virginia countryside, professional burglar and break-in artist Luther Whitney is trapped behind a two-way
mirror. What he witnesses destroys his faith not only in justice, but in all he holds dear. What follows is an unthinkable abuse of power and criminal conspiracy, as a breathtaking cover-up is set in motion by
those appointed to work for one of the most important people in the world -- the President of the United States.
Three super-beings change the course of time by killing the Kents and raising Superman, and killing the man who killed Bruce Wayne's parents, creating a world in which Superman and Batman rule with an
iron fist.
From superstar creator Greg Rucka (GOTHAM CENTRAL, Lazarus), this collection features the continuation of BATMAN: NEW GOTHAM! Now that she knows that her client Bruce Wayne is actually the
Batman, bodyguard Sasha Bordeaux is determined to do her job and protect him in both identities. However, tailing the Batman is not exactly an easy task, and she finds that he needs considerably less
sleep than she does. Sasha realises that Bruce knows that she knows he's Batman, and the Mad Hatter, having been disguised as a coffee vendor outside GCPD headquarters, makes a phone call to
detectives Allen and Montoya, putting them under his control. Sasha sees them don ski masks and hold up a pole dancing club. She tries to intervene, but soon finds herself held at gunpoint. Collects
DETECTIVE COMICS #755-#765.
If you take two of the biggest and best known characters in comics - Batman and Superman - and mix them together with a dash of intrigue and a touch of adventure, this is the resoundingly successful result
In this reality-bending tale, Superman and Batman rule the Earth with an iron fist, with humanity bending to their will. Before long, the World's Finest Duo is sent careening through a series of bizarre alternate
Earths, facing an assortment of classic characters including Kamandi, Sgt. Rock, the Haunted Tank, and many more Written by Jeph Loeb (Batman: Hush) with stunning art by Carlos Pacheco & Jesus
Merino (JLA/JSA: Virtue and Vice), this story will blow you away - absolutely
#1 NEW YORK TIMES Bestseller! Batman is not a hero. He is just a man. Fallible, vulnerable and angry. In a Gotham City where friend and foe are indistinguishable, Bruce Wayne's path
toward becoming the Dark Knight is riddled with more obstacles than ever before. Focused on punishing his parents’ true killers, and the corrupt police that allowed the criminals to go free,
Bruce Wayne's thirst for vengeance fuels his mad crusade and no one, not even Alfred, can stop him. In the tradition of the #1 NEW YORK TIMES best-selling SUPERMAN: EARTH ONE,
writer Geoff Johns and artist Gary Frank re-imagine a new mythology for the Dark Knight, where the familiar is no longer the expected in this long-awaited original graphic novel from DC
Comics.
Tucked away high in the Himalayas, a long dormant evil has made these snowy mountain tops its home.- Helspont, a decendant of the ancient alien race of Daemonites, has enlisted an army
of robots to obtain all there is to know about the Kryptonian meanace standing between him and dominion over the people of Earth.- Can Helspont gain control over Superman and use him to
execute his invasion plan?- Or will the Earth's alien protector cast Helspont back to the planet of Daemon? Collects Superman #7-12, Superman Annual #1.
The Dark Knight and the Man of Steel uncover a plot by the Toymaster to use a secret, potentially deadly element in his new video game, the characters created by players manifest in real
life. The ultimate fighting game results--and a world-wide network of players must team up to create the most powerful, skilled Super Heroes imaginable with one goal: To kill Batman. When
Batman and Superman are corned by the Toymaster and Mongul, they are pitted against on another in a battle to the death, with their only hope being the The Worlds' Finest. Collects
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Batman/Superman #5-9, Batman/Superman Annual #1, Worlds' Finest #20-21.
GothamÕs masked protector, Batman, has trained extensively to become a feared caped crusader. His Kryptonian friend Superman was born with superhuman abilities that Earth-born
humans could never dream of. Together they are the WorldÕs Finest. When the Silver Banshee attacks Superman, her sonic scream nearly kills the Man of Steel. Mysteriously, his
superhuman powers are transferred to Batman, leaving Superman weak and vulnerable. But the BansheeÕs devastating attack did more than just gift Batman with SupermanÕs powers: it
also lit a fire of jealousy in the Dark Knight, who vows to keep SupermanÕs abilities forever. Will Batman succumb to his mad desire to stay superhuman? Can Superman stop Batman without
the use of his extraordinary gifts? Writers Michael Green and Mike Johnson (SUPERGIRL) and artist Rags Morales (IDENTITY CRISIS) bring you one of the darkest struggles Superman and
Batman have ever faced. SUPERMAN/BATMAN VOLUME 5 collects the classic series SUPERMAN/BATMAN #50-63 and SUPERMAN/BATMAN ANNUAL #3.
Superman/Batman Vol. 2DC
Batman comes to the aid of Metropolis when Lex Luthor starts sending thugs to Gotham, and both he and Superman battle a cult that thinks Superman is a god, and a planet that has been
taught that Luthor is their god.
"Batman: Hush writer Jeph Loeb is a legend in the comics community, and now every issue of his masterful run on the Man of Steel is collected in this trade paperback volume. The Daily
Planet returns as a new era for the Man of Steel begins! Superman for All Seasons writer Jeph Loeb joins artists Mike McKone and Marlo Alquiza for a back-to-basics series that reveals the
shocking reason Lex Luthor has given the Planet back to Perry White. Plus, what villain's son is heading to Earth for a collision with the Man of Steel?"--
They had been fighting crime separately for years, but it wasn’t until the historic Superman #76 in 1952 that Superman, the Man of Steel, finally teamed up with the Caped Crusader
himself—Batman. That story proved so popular that the team quickly became the main feature in World’s Finest Comics—and thus the greatest partnership in comics was born. Their
adventures together would feature heroes and villains such as Robin, Batwoman, Lex Luthor, Bat-Mite, Mr. Mxyzptlk and more alien threats than might seem possible. Batman & Superman in
World’s Finest: The Silver Age Vol. 2 collects their super-team-ups from World’s Finest Comics #95-116.
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